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Abstract
We address the common and recurring problem of data reuse, focusing on the following topics: (i) the current state of affairs (in particular,
problems with data); (ii) requirements for change; (iii) the proposed solution (its problems and advantages, as well as related work in
this area), including the canonical-, I/O-, and data transformation models; (iv) maintenance issues; (v) implementation and deployment
aspects; (vi) conclusions and future directions, including results from work done so far and aspects that merit future work.

1. Introduction

Although much effort has already been devoted to data-
related problems, the fact is that existing resources are very
difficult to reuse, especially if that reuse does not take the
original philosophy of the resources strictly into account:
resources otherwise useful become closed to users using
some other model. For example, for someone working
in morphology: while various data sets are available, e.g.
SMorph (A¤ıt-Mokhtar, 1998), PAROLE (PAROLE, 1998),
and Palavroso (Medeiros, 1995), and despite the fact that
all have similar description capabilities, still they present
the user with serious interoperability issues.

In general, the problems that afflict data sets and
their reusability refer to miscellaneous incompatibilities:
(i) at the description level, i.e., how existing objects
are described (the problem manifests itself frequently
as tag incompatibility); (ii) at the level of what is de-
scribed: some descriptions may describe objects missing
from other descriptions; (iii) basic incompatibilities: for-
mat/representation: XML (W3C, 2001a) vs. tabular data;
and (iv) expressiveness: e.g. “United States of America” as
a single entity vs. composition of separate entities.

In the following we discuss the topics of the abstract.

2. Requirements for change

To address the incompatibility issues presented above,
we identified a set of requirements: (i) preserving existing
information (this is in an “at least” sense); (ii) allowing data
reuse among different applications; (iii) allowing data to
be imported/exported across existing formats (existing ap-
plications keep working, but they now use potentially bet-
ter/richer data); and (iv) easy maintenance and documenta-
tion of changes.

These requirements are ideal in the sense that they may
be addressed in various ways. A given solution for one of
them may be optimal, but not suit all of them: some may be
better than others and some solutions may give rise to new
problems. Our proposal seeks to find a balance, minimizing
the negative aspects while meeting the requirements.

3. Dynamic repository
We propose a canonical model for storing/manipulating

data, and a dynamic maintenance model for keeping the
data model synchronized with new data developments.
Even though a canonical model has its own set of problems,
it presents distinct advantages: it is easier to maintain and
document a single format than multiple different ones; the
effort dedicated to maintenance tasks is concentrated, pos-
sibly further improving them; it allows for deeper under-
standing of data, which in turn facilitates reuse (the reverse
would require a user to understand multiple models).

3.1. Related work
From literature, we find related work in this area. What

seems to be different is that some of the models we could
call canonical did not address the issue of remaining cur-
rent nor how to adapt to new developments. Illustrative
models include Multilex (Paprott·e and Schumacher, 1993),
Genelex (Antoni-Lay et al., 1994), PAROLE/SIMPLE (PA-
ROLE, 1998; SIMPLE, 2000), and the EAGLES recom-
mendations.

The event that triggered most of these reusability ef-
forts was the workshop Automating the Lexicon: Research
and Practice in a Multilingual Environment (Walker et al.,
1995) that took place in 1986. Then, several projects
were launched that addressed this issue. The EUROTRA-7
Study (EUROTRA-7, 1991) was concerned with accessing
the feasibility of designing large scale reusable lexical and
terminological resources. The main contributions of this
study were an initial specification of a model for a reusable
lexicon and several recommendations regarding the impor-
tance of standardization. Another important project was
Multilex. This project aimed at providing specifications
of standards for multilingual lexicons. The result was a
preliminary design for a reusable multilingual lexicon, that
continued the work previously started during EUROTRA-7.
The Genelex project had as main objective the develop-
ment of a generic, application-independent model of lex-
icon. This model is commonly described as “theory wel-
coming” since it tries to accommodate data from competing
theories. The Genelex model was adopted (and adapted) in
projects like PAROLE/SIMPLE which aimed at the devel-
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opment of the core of a set of natural language resources
for the European Community languages.

4. Conceptualization
This section presents design concepts without regard for

implementation details.
Any sufficiently expressive high-level modeling lan-

guage should be suitable for describing our models: one
such is UML (Booch et al., 1999; OMG, n.d.); another
would be XML Schema Definitions (XSD) (W3C, 2001b).
Also to consider is their being amenable to automated pro-
cessing, and their usefulness as model documentation lan-
guages (both UML and XSD fulfill these criteria: XSD,
directly; UML, partly, via XMI (OMG, 2002)). We chose
UML for its relative ease of use and rapid learning curve.

Since UML can be converted into XMI (i.e., XML), it
allows a wide range of processing options. This, in turn,
allows for the repository’s data model to be used as the
starting point for a set of processes that not only create the
actual database, but also facilitate access to its data items
(this may be done, e.g., through the use of code automati-
cally generated from the UML model).

In addition to the above, UML diagrams provide a use-
ful source of documentation for the current state of the
repository model. In fact, meta-information present in the
UML diagrams may even be included in the database, thus
enriching the data sets already there with a meta level.

4.1. Canonical model
The canonical model consists of a set of class dia-

grams that specify the entities involved in the description
of language components. Such components are morpho-
logical entities, inflexion paradigms, predicates and their
arguments, and so on.

The canonical model is based on existing large cover-
age models, i.e., we seek a broad linguistic description that
crosses information from various levels, including but not
limited to morphology, syntax, and semantics. Examples of
existing models, as mentioned before, are the ones resulting
from the PAROLE project and its follow-up, the SIMPLE
project.

4.2. Data input and output models
Data input/output models are used to describe external

formats, i.e., formats of data to include in or to obtain from
the repository. These models may already exist in some
form (e.g. an SGML DTD) or they may be implicit (e.g.
SMorph, ispell (Gorin et al., 1971–2003) use tabled data).

We isolate these models to clearly separate the reposi-
tory’s canonical model from the outside world. Neverthe-
less, we maintain open the possibility of interaction with
other ways of storing/representing data. The following as-
pects must be taken into account.

4.2.1. Information aggregation
The repository is not limited in its capacity for storing

objects by differences in the various descriptive levels of
data to be imported, nor because of information concerning
a particular domain. In fact, the repository is able to support
multiple levels and domains, as well as the relationships

between their objects, thus becoming an important asset for
the tasks of information aggregation and organization.

4.2.2. Multiple levels
We consider multiple information levels referring to the

ones described in the literature (morphology, syntax, and
so on). But we are not limited to these “traditional” de-
scriptions: it may be of interest to include support for other
levels, e.g. one halfway between morphology and syntax.
The design of the database must provide support both to
existing descriptions and to descriptions resulting from ei-
ther cross-references of existing data or from including new
data in the repository. Evolution to improve support must,
however, ensure that current uses remain possible.

4.2.3. Multiple sources
In addition to the aspect presented in §4.2.2., we must

also consider the existence of multiple information sources
in the context of a given domain: data may originate from
different projects and/or applications. The main concern
here is maintaining the expressiveness of the original data,
as well as the integrity of their meaning and the consistency
of the data already in the repository. The danger stems from
using different formats and descriptions for stored and im-
ported data. As an example, morphology models defined
by the PAROLE project are much more expressive than
those defined by, say, a morphological analyzer such as
JSpell (de Almeida and Pinto, 1994). The repository must
be able to import/export both data sets according to their
original models.

The coexistence of multiple sources is a non-trivial
problem, especially if the canonical model assumes links
between description levels: importing data from sources
without those links may require additional assumptions. An
example: PAROLE/SIMPLE morphological entities may
be associated with syntactic units and these with semantics
units; in contrast, syntactic data from project Edite (Mar-
ques da Silva, 1997), while also associated with semantic
information (different from that of SIMPLE), is not directly
associated with the morphological level.

Regarding integrity, consider a morphological entity: it
may be defined in different ways by different models. How-
ever, when stored in the repository, it must be represented
as a single object with the semantics of each original source
model. This implies that the canonical model must be suffi-
ciently flexible and expressive to ensure that the semantics
of imported objects is not destroyed.

4.2.4. Relationships and non-linguistic data
Beyond data items, which may come from various in-

dependent sources and possibly unrelated domains, the
database must contemplate the possible existence of rela-
tionships between the objects it stores. We have seen ex-
amples of those relationships (e.g. between morphological
and semantics objects, or those existing between syntax and
semantics objects). Other relationships may be created and
stored, to account for any aspect deemed of interest: e.g.
relationships with non-linguistic data, such as ontologies.

In general, relationships are not restricted in what con-
cerns the number of related objects, i.e., the database sup-
ports any multiplicity.
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4.3. Data transformation models
These models allow resources from the repository to be

adapted to diverse applications. Some of these applications
may precede the repository and require proprietary formats.
This compatibility issue is just one example of the more
general problem of exporting data described according to
the canonical model to formats described according with
outside models. The export capability is of great impor-
tance, since the repository must ensure its usefulness for
existing applications.

Two sets of models have, thus, been defined: the first
contains models of the transformations needed for convert-
ing from data described by external models and the canon-
ical model. The second set contains models of the transfor-
mations needed for converting from data described by the
canonical model and external models.

4.4. Programming interface
More than being just a source of passive data, the repos-

itory supports “online” uses. To support online clients,
the repository must support some kind of communication
mechanism with its users, regardless of them being hu-
mans or machines. Thus, in addition to being able to im-
port/export data with existing formats, the repository must
also provide a clearly defined interface (e.g. a programming
interface).

5. Implementation
We now present implementations for each of the previ-

ous concepts.

5.1. The canonical model
Implementing the canonical model consists of defining

the model proper and deploying it using some kind of data
storage solution. Requirements as defined in §4.1. must be
satisfied.

Work on the modeling task started with the study
of existing large coverage models defined by the PA-
ROLE/SIMPLE projects. Their models, published as
SGML DTDs, were enriched according to the requirements
for supporting both the new concepts and existing concepts
that underwent some refinements. The resulting data model
differs from the original, but is still very close and has
proven to be sufficient for covering other models.

We chose a relational database (RDB) to implement the
repository. RDBs confer flexibility to the global design of
the system using it. The flexibility is directly linked to fine
data granularity provided by database tables and by the op-
erations provided to work with them, e.g., dynamic changes
are possible, making it possible to perform changes to data
structures while in use. RDBs are also flexible in the pos-
sible views they allow to be defined over data: they allow
finer selection according to the client’s interests.

Any candidate RDB engine must possess some way of
verifying and enforcing data integrity constraints (e.g. ref-
erences to foreign keys). The exact nature of these mecha-
nisms is not important in itself, but must be taken into ac-
count when processing data.

Our choice for storage and data management was
MySQL (MySQL, n.d.). Tables and integrity maintenance

constraints were generated using XSLT scripts taking as in-
put the original UML repository models. Note that only the
canonical model diagrams are used in this task, i.e., the data
input/output and data transformation models are not used.

5.2. Access to the canonical repository

For convenience and flexibility, a network interface
should be provided. This feature, present in almost all
modern RDBs, should not prove difficult to implement.
It may be either a proprietary or an open protocol imple-
menting some kind of distributed SQL transport mecha-
nism. Examples are ODBC (Microsoft Corporation, n.d.)
and JDBC (Sun Microsystems, Inc., n.d.). We privileged
openness, since it facilitates portability and maintenance.

Since our main source of interaction would come from
a set of C++ applications we started by defining a program-
ming interface for this language. A connectivity library
(DTL/ODBC (Gradman and Joy, n.d.)) was used to link the
lower level RDB access with the higher level program in-
terface (a set of automatically generated C++ classes repre-
senting database concepts). The generation of these classes
was done using XSLT, taking as input the original canoni-
cal model UML diagrams. Since this was the method using
the database itself, we are able to ensure parallelism and
minimize mismatches in concept mapping.

Regardless of these methods, access to the repository is
open to other methods. This is one of the advantages of
using a RDB engine as a separate data management agent.
In particular, use of other languages is possible, as long as
they support the concepts in the repository, e.g., via the ob-
ject abstraction. We introduce this requirement to prevent
the high costs associated with explicit management of non-
native concepts in the target language. Another require-
ment is that a low-level RDB interaction library (either na-
tive/proprietary or open/standard) exists that supports the
chosen language. Once again, this is to avoid pursuing ex-
pensive solutions.

5.3. Data input and output models

As mentioned above, these models are used to describe
data to be imported/exported to/from the repository, i.e., to
be converted to/from the canonical data model.

These models may be described using UML (same ad-
vantages as for the canonical model), but other data descrip-
tion languages, such as XML Schema Definitions (XSD),
may be acceptable as long as their expressiveness is deemed
sufficient for automatic processing and documentation pur-
poses. If the original description does not exist, it is pos-
sible that one or more UML models may cover the data to
be processed. Selecting the appropriate external model will
depend on the current canonical model and on how well the
external model allows the external data to be mapped onto
the canonical representation.

These models do not require further implementation or
support (they are assumed to be supported by some outside
application/system). In what concerns our work, they are
to be used as input for the code derived from the data trans-
formation models (see §4.3.).
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5.4. Data transformation models
Our work with these models is limited to test cases.

Namely, we defined input transformation models for the
Portuguese data resulting from the PAROLE/SIMPLE
projects. Although preliminary, at the time of this writing,
the work allows us to envision the best way of implement-
ing other filters for loading arbitrary data. Output trans-
formation models have not been explicitly implemented:
currently, we obtain data from the database, either through
the programming interface, associated with the canonical
model, or directly, via SQL commands.

6. Maintenance
There are two main aspects regarding maintenance. The

first is repository content management: this aspect accounts
for future expansion both of data content and expressive-
ness of data models, i.e., their descriptive power.

The second maintenance aspect concerns management
of data models: this item covers aspects relating to mis-
cellaneous remodeling operations and possible redefinition
of the canonical model. This implies transition operations
between successive canonical models, which are instantia-
tions of data import/export operations, albeit possibly more
complex than the ones used by applications such as a mor-
phological analyzer.

Content maintenance aspects and model maintenance
aspects remain to be fully addressed. Data model main-
tenance has been partially addressed by the use of UML
diagrams and subsequent code generation operations that
allow full access to the corresponding repository data.

7. Final remarks and future directions
Results so far, obtained with large data sets, allow us

to conclude that our approach addresses the requirements
stated above. Moreover, given the complexity of the data
loaded (the entire Portuguese Language PAROLE/SIMPLE
lexicon) into the database and the noted absence of major
problems, we envision easy progress towards the end of in-
cluding new data from other sources.

We are also able to conclude that our work points to
a more general solution to the problem of data reuse and
integration. In addition, it opens the door to seamless inte-
gration with other data description levels, such as language-
oriented ontologies.
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